
Build Back Better for our families, communities, and futures 
 
As people of faith, we affirm the need for a just and equitable recovery. We urge Congress and 
the Administration to prioritize these programs in the Build Back Better bill:  
 
● Cut childhood poverty in half and ensure that no worker is taxed into poverty by making 

permanent the American Rescue Plan Act’s expansions of the Earned Income Tax Credit 
and Child Tax Credit. 

● Rescue working families from the impossible decision between caring for their loved 
ones and earning a paycheck, by instituting a permanent national family and medical paid 
leave program, and creating affordable childcare.  

● Ensure everyone has access to stable housing by expanding housing choice vouchers and 
investing in affordable housing. 

● Expand access to quality, affordable health care, improve maternal and racial health 
equity, by closing the Medicaid Health Gap and extending premium tax credits. 

● Honor the dignity of our immigrant neighbors by building a broad pathway to citizenship. 
Additionally, ensure that regardless of citizenship status, everyone can access social and 
health programs and COVID-19 vaccines.  

● Respect the dignity of our marginalized neighbors by removing all barriers to social 
programs for formerly or currently incarcerated people -- including Medicaid, SNAP, and 
affordable housing. 

● Make the clean energy and climate investments we need for a safer climate, an equitable 
and inclusive economy, and modern clean energy infrastructure that improves the lives of 
all Americans. 

● Save thousands of people’s lives and prevent millions from becoming sick by funding  
and promoting the domestic and global production and distribution of COVID-19 
vaccinations.  

 
We can and will pay for these historic investments by raising taxes on wealthy individuals and 
corporations to bring fairness and equity to our tax code. This solution includes key fixes such as 
raising the corporate tax rate and repealing the 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act. We can close 
loopholes and balance the scales so that everyone pays their fair share and no one is left behind.  
 
Now is the moment to rebuild our communities on a new foundation of human dignity and 
finally confront the root injustices that have left so many families more vulnerable than others. 
We must build back an economy that provides dignified employment for all, that respects our 
shared environment, and that leaves the world a better home for our children and grandchildren.  
 
Signed,  
 


